
CHARGING FIND YOUR FIT PAIRING
Choose the size of ear-tips that provides the most secure and comfortable 
fit.

Starting with the earbuds in the case: 
1.

2.

3.

4. 

Take both earbuds out of the case. Touch and hold the touch-sensitive 
panels for 6s to power off 
Touch and hold on the touch-sensitive panels on both earbuds for 10 
seconds. The earbuds will turn on, clear their pairing list, and turn off 
again
Put both earbuds back in the charging case and close the lid to 
reset
Open the lid again, and both earbuds will turn on and enter pairing 
mode

1. 
NOTE
Before proceeding with the following operations, the plastic film under 
both earbuds must be removed.

Open the lid of charging case, both earbuds will turn on and enter 
pairing mode
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2. Turn on the pairing function via BT on your device 3.

Not pairing with your device?
For the earbuds and your device to establish a connection, you need 
to put them both in pairing mode and then repeat the pairing process. 
If fail, please try resetting the earbuds described later in this guide.

From the list of available devices and select “WENKEY E2”

BT

BT

WENKEY E2
WENKEY E2P

MY DEVICES

Touch Panel

Double-tap (L/R)

 Play/Pause

x2 x2L R

Double-tap (L/R)

Answer/End Calls

x2 x2L R

Triple-tap (L/R)

Activate Siri or Other Voice Assistants

x3 x3L R

Skip to Previous Track Skip to Next Track

Touch and hold for 2s (L) Touch and hold for 2s (R)

L R2’’ 2’’

Reset the earbuds Simultaneously

L R

6’’ 6’’

L R

10’’ 10’’

Simultaneously
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Model: E2
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材质：105g 铜版纸     
尺寸：100*116mm     
风琴折页（双面印刷）   
印刷颜色：单黑

Plastic film
Remove
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